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IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Americans have held the Marshall Islands in
trust since the close of World War II.

An education system

was offered to the indigenous population under both the
military and civilian governments.

The standards of educa-

tion have not always been clearly defined.

Providing an

adequate educational system for Marshallese children has
been handicapped by enormous problems:

logistics, lack

of funds, lack of supplies, untrained personnel, poorly
paid teachers, inadequate supervision, poor leadership and
little organized coordinated curriculum.
handicaps, progress has been made.

In spite of the

The majority of the

Marshallese teachers today have less than a high school
education, although tremendous effort is being made to
upgrade teachers through in-service programs and summer institutes.

Many teachers in the field have had little, if

any, training prior to beginning their careers as teachers.
This past year saw the first teacher training program
beyond high school.

In the field many teachers have not

been able to be very productive because of their lack of
education.

Most outer island schools are poorly supplied,

many without furniture, and such essentials of learning
as books, pencils, paper, blackboards, etc.

Without
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adequate training and virtually no formal curriculum
Marshallese Education has not moved ahead very rapidly.
An example, by way of comparison:

Saipan (Trust Territory

headquarters) in the Marianas, this year will be sending
approximately 90 percent of its eighth grade graduates to
high school, whereas in the Marshalls less than 24 percent
of the eighth grade graduates are permitted entrance to
high school.
In 1966 the Congress of Micronesia passed a territorywide law that all indigenous children learn to read and
write in their native tongue during the first two years
of their education prior to their study of the same in
English (the second language for all six districts).

Few

Marshallese children have had any formal training in
learning to read and write in their native tongue.
I.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was to develop a beginning reading program in the indigenous Marshallese
where there currently is no formal program, designed in
a way to enable the indigenous teacher to teach reading.
II.

NEED FOR THE STUDY

The Educational Administrator for the Marshalls
District, Mr. John Feazell and the Coordinator of Teacher
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Training, Mrs. Alan Eckes had asked this writer to construct
a beginning reading program in Marshallese this past year.
The purpose of this program was to provide for the immediate
need of a curriculum in this area and at the same time
offer the untrained teacher an aid to teach beginning
reading.

This writer was chosen because of interest in

the field of teaching reading, background of experience
in the teaching of reading, knowledge of the Marshallese
language, and experience and understanding of the problems
of the outer island schools.
this.

The following letter substantiates
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TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
Office of the District Administrator
Marshalls District
May 30, 1969

Dr. John E. Davis
Department of Education
Central Washington State College
Ellensburg, Washington
Dear Dr. Davis:
The work which has been done by Charles Eko during the past
two years in the area of beginning reading in the Marshallese
language is proving to be of great value to us here in the
Marshall Islands. Although work has been done off and on
for years in this area, there has never been such a complete
help for the Marshallese teacher in the methods to be used.
We have already used his daily lesson plans in some of our
teacher training and plan to use them even more widely this
coming year.
As in all efforts of this kind, there has been much revision
during composition and there will undoubtedly be more
revision as it is tested fully in the classroom. Although
I realize that evaluation of a guide such as this will be
difficult for a person who is unfamiliar with the language,
both Mr. Eko and I would appreciate constructive criticism
which will.enable us to improve this guide.
In my work with teacher education in this district, this
aid to instruction promises to be most useful. I hope it
pleases you as much as it has those of us who have seen it
and propose to use it.
Sincerely,

Grace Eckes
Coordinator, Teacher
Education
Marshall Islands District
cc:

District Director of Education
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During the 1968-69 year the writer was involved in
the writing of this beginning reading program, acting as a
cooperating teacher for the Marshall Islands Teacher
Training Center and a classroom teacher in the Long Island
School.

The materials which have been created have been

used and tested in the classroom with Marshallese children
by this writer, the teacher trainees and a number of
Marshallese teachers.

The materials have met with success.

The program was found to be workable, and provided a basis
for further work in the area of reading on the primary
level.

The following statements attest to this writer's

involvement:

Mr. Charles Eko has helped establish at Long Island
a student teaching situation geared to the needs of the
trainees. His efforts at assisting the trainees in the
planning, implementation, and evaluation of lessons are
truly outstanding. His supervision is virtually continuous in the one room situation without overshadowing
the trainees' attempts. Mr. Eko has also had marked
success with the development of a sequential reading
curriculum in the vernacular while adhering to principles
laid down by established American reading programs.
His use of the pupils' experiences woven into the curriculum in the form of stories and pictures is also
commendable. This material developed by Mr. Eko is
well integrated into the teacher training effort. The
big disadvantage to the Long Island effort is that it
cannot accommodate many trainees (3).
III.

LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

There have been a number of handicaps in the
development of this program.
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1.

No standard orthography.

Because there is no

standard orthography at this date the Kwajelein MarshalleseEnglish Dictionary has been used as a basis for the alphabet
and the spelling.
2.

Extremely limited materials written in

Marshallese.

Because of the limited amount of materials

many of the stories, books, etc. are original.

The writer

has used some materials written at an earlier time and
adapted them to fit the program.

Some materials have been

translated from English and adapted culturally.

3.

Untrained Teachers.

The purpose of this

reading program was to provide the untrained Marshallese
teacher with a tool to be used in teaching beginning
reading.

It is designed to meet the needs of the untrained

teacher and therefore is kept at an elementary level
because of their lack of sophistication.

It is designed

to help the untrained teacher teach beginning reading
using what he has available because his school is poorly
equipped and poorly supplied.
Presented in this thesis is a beginning reading
program in the Marshallese vernacular.

The purpose of

this program is to organize a formal approach to teaching
beginning reading where none has been written before.
Prior to gaining an accurate understanding of this problem
it is necessary to look at two factors:

the geography and
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the culture.

Both of these factors will be briefly dis-

cussed to give insight to the reader concerning this program.
Geography
The Marshall Islands are located in the middle of
the Pacific Ocean just north of the equator.

These islands

comprise one sixth of a political unit currently known as
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands or Micronesia.
These islands are not really islands, but rather low lying
coral atolls, which barely rise above the level of the
ocean.

There are thirty-four atolls in the Marshall Islands,

the majority inhabited by small numbers of people.

These

atolls spread over a very large area of the ocean and are
widely separated.

Each atoll is more or less circular in

pattern and lined with small narrow islets surrounding a
central lagoon.

The mainstay of the Marshalls is the

coconut, upon which the people have depended for food,
clothing and shelter.
Culture
The cultural system of the Marshall Islands is
primarily a matriarchal system (all inheritance passes
through the female line).
into three classes:

The people are divided essentially

(1) the Iroj (the king), (2) the

Alab (noble), and (3) the rijerbal (the commoner).

The
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Marshallese culture has many similarities with other groups
of peoples in the South Seas.

The Marshallese people are

members of the great Malayo-Polynesian family, who worked
their way progressively across the Pacific in their huge
outrigger canoes in the days of old.

The Marshallese, once

warlike, are now basically a passive people, perhaps because of European and Japanese domination for the past
hundred years.

They are extremely friendly, but shy.

Their greeting words, "Iokwe iok", perhaps sum up the
Marshallese character.

The words mean, "I love you."

The Marshallese are kind, intelligent and hospitable.

They

judge an .individual by his kindness and the tone in which
he speaks.

The people are happy and they love to sing.

They work and play together and enjoy life in general.
They accept all things as a matter of course and are not
emotional in their expressions of communication.
The geography and culture are included in this
writing to establish in the mind of the reader the type of
background from which the Marshallese children and teachers
come.

The geography and culture create the experiences

of both and therefore they effect the type of approach
chosen to solve this problem.

The geography of the

Marshalls and its culture are the underlying causes of its
educational problems.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
• • • All this plastering on of foreign stuff.
Why plaster on at all when there's so much inside
already? So much locked in? If only I could get it
out and use it as working material. And not draw it
out either. If I had a light enough touch it would
just come out under its own volcanic power • • • (1:14).
These words express the writer's thoughts with regard to this problem:

a beginning reading program for

Marshallese children.

Why not simply translate an American

program and have done with it?
the same?

How could they?

Herein is dealt a different

culture, a different mind • •
of individuals • • • children.
from his brother.

But would the results be

•

but better yet a culture
Each child is different

He is different in the way he looks,

thinks, reacts, plays, sings, works, interacts with people
and his environment.

A child is like a prism

. . . full

of

a thousand facets each of a different hue and color.
With this in mind and the problems of our uneducated
teachers, the writer has written a program of beginning
reading which would lend itself to the child and his
creativity and yet meet the needs of his poorly equipped
teacher.
The average outer island teacher has less than a
high school education.

Some have had less than intermediate
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schooling.

The majority have had no teacher training.

Some have learned some things from teachers who have had
training, or from Americans who have worked with them.
Because their educational backgrounds are limited many are
poor

tea~hers

by our standards.

The average teacher has

had to teach in a very poorly equipped school without any
curriculum or instructional materials.

Frequently he is

at a loss as to what to teach and consequently he just
talks at the children, if he is conscientious, others don't
even hold school until a supervisor comes along.

He does

not have much of an idea of planning, teaching, or evaluating.
The Marshallese teacher has usually above average intelligence
and a willingness to learn.

When he is given materials to

work with that he understands, he does use them.

If he

is given instructions as to their use he does very well
with them.

The purpose of this reading program is to

provide the Marshallese teacher with a means by which he
can teach beginning reading.

The program is designed in a

way that he understands and in a way that will enable him
to do his job.
There has been no research done in the field of
reading with regard to Marshallese.

Therefore, the philosophy

of this program is borrowed and adapted to meet this particular situation.
focuses.

Reading is communication upon which this
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Regardless of the language used, reading is
essentially the same.

The communication skills in

Marshallese are the same as those in English:
speaking, reading and writing.
same way.

listening,

They are related in the

Reading is the same the world over.

Marshallese children come from families which are
quite large due to the extended family system.

Their

homes are usually two buildings, one a sleeping house and
one a cookhouse.

This type of living is suited to the

mild tropical climate.

Because of ancient traditions

everything within the home is more or less community
property.

The Marshallese family has very few material

possessions.

The warm climate does not require a great

deal of clothing.
and drink.

The physical surroundings provide food

The majority or the Marshallese cook on open

fires and use kerosene lanterns at night.

The standard of

living seems primitive to outsiders, but it is suited to
the climate and the physical environment.
written materials in the homes.

There are few

The Bible is the one

essential book in the life of the Marshallese.

The children

have few opportunities to see printed words and written
materials, especially on outer islands.

The adults do

very little reading outside of the Bible because few things
are written in Marshallese.

Marshallese children do not

have many toys, however, they take their playthings from
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their surroundings:

shells, cans, homemade balls, etc.

Their islets, the lagoon, and the ocean are their playgrounds.

They learn many skills and crafts from their

elders, such as climbing coconut trees, making copra,
finding eatable foods, fishing, making handicrafts, building
fires and many other things.

The children learn at a young

age to respect and show reverence to their elders and the
high social castes.

Marshallese children help their

families in many ways:

they collect fuel, take care of

younger children, clean around their homes, carry crushed
coral, etc.
Marshallese children have a wealth of experiences
in their culture when they come to school.

They do not

have much knowledge of the school and its materials, but
they do own limitless amounts of knowledge about life.
This, then, was seen to be the key to this reading program,
building upon the child's experiences.

In a culture where

there are such limited amounts of written material, it is
logical to take the material from the original source, the
children.
The approach selected was the language experience
approach, adapted to suit the needs of the Marshallese
child and his teacher.

The language experience method

best lends itself to this situation because there are so
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few materials with which to work in the schools, but a
wealth of material lies in the minds of the children.
Although the amount of research is non-existent
with regard to beginning reading in Marshallese there have
been observations written with regard to other cultures
and reading.

Gertrude Hildreth, in observing Greek children

learning to read, makes a number of points that have a
general application to this thesis.

She states:

Learning to read is rooted in the language expression of the mother tongue and in the child's common
experiences that give meaning to the sentences in
print.
The language experience method can be highly successful in the first grade without recourse to a published primer. It may even surpass the use of an Alfabe
in producing meaningful, fluent, expressive reading by
the end of the first year (6:463).
Ruth Strickland summarizes:
There appears to be a close relationship between
the majority of the sentences a child uses in his
speech and his comprehension and interpretation of
sentences on a printed page. The more early experiences
in learning to read utilize what the child already
knows in ways which he clearly understands, the easier
it will be for him to learn to read. This means,
among other things, that the closer the reading material
used in the early stages of introducing a child to
reading approximates the child's own talk the easier
it will be for him to comprehend and make a part of
himself the essential process of reading • • •
Let me carry this point further. Probably the
best method that has been devised for inducting children
into reading is through putting their own talk in symbol form on chalkboard or chart and in little booklets of their own making (9:134).
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I.

THE LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE APPROACH

Through the use of the language experience approach
it is hoped the children and their teachers will develop
the understanding "what reading really is in the world
around them (9:9)."

Lee and Allen believe reading to be

the understanding and interpreting the ideas of the author.
They believe it is taking new meaning by reorganization of
meaning the reader brings to the reading.
many different kinds of thinking:
evaluating.

It is developing

inferring, predicting,

Reading is vicarious living.

Further defined,

reading is expressing a thought or idea no matter how simple
or how complex.
whole thought.

It treats words as essential parts of a
It is relating the whole thought to express

an idea after having identified any unfamiliar words
through previous study (9:9).
The objectives of the language experience approach
are aimed at developing attitudes in children and their
teachers about reading such as the following.
1.

Its values in their own lives.

2.

The skills they need to develop in order to

achieve their reading purposes.

3.

The relationship of reading to thinking.

4.

The stimulation which reading can give to

creative living (9:9).
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Another which might apply to this particular situation is:
Appreciation of their own native tongue in written form as
an integral part of their culture which would encourage
creative efforts to extend the limited number of written
materials in their language.
Lee and Allen's sequence of concept development of
the language experience approach is as follows:
1.

What a child thinks about he can talk about.

Teachers start with the thinking of each child as the basis
for developing reading skills.
2.

What he can talk about can be expressed in

painting, writing or some other form.

The teacher realizes

that children to some extent can already write and read.

3.

Anything he writes can be read.

Through ex-

periences both with picture writing and writing with an
alphabet the child learns that writing with letters is more
precise.

4.

He can read what he writes and what other

people write.

The child experiences his own words in print

prior to reading what others have written.

5.

As he represents his speech sounds with symbols,

he uses the same symbols (letters) over and over.

Teaching

the child to symbolize his speech sounds is to take the
experience approach to teaching the phonetic elements of
his language.
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6.

Each letter in the alphabet stands for one

sound that he makes when he talks.

7.

Every word begins with a sound that he can

write down.

8.

Most words have an ending sound.

9.

Many words have something between.

10.

Some words are used over and over in language

and others are not used often.
11.

What he has to say and write is as important to

him as what other people have written for him to read.
12.

Most of the words he uses are the same ones

which are used by other people who write for him to read

(9:5-8).
Helping children to get a built-in feeling that the main
purpose of reading is to deal with the ideas of the author
rather than the words he uses.
Lee and Allen further suggest the following guides
to be used in evaluating the appropriateness of the activities and experiences used in the language experience approach.
1.

Productive thinking is generated in the children.

2.

Freedom of expression is allowed.

3.

Individual talents and skills are used.

4.

Thinking is modified as children add new

learnings.
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5.

Curiosity is satisfied through exploration.

6.

Personal discipline is practiced as children

are freed to work productively.

7.

Personal satisfaction is achieved by the

learner (9:10-12).
The untrained Marshallese teacher can learn easily
to carry out the language experience approach because of
his desire to provide an education for his children.

Lee

and Allen's program of language experience lends itself
for adaptation to their situation.

One of the major weak-

nesses of Marshallese Education has been the lack of
materials, books, stories, etc.

Here was a possible

answer, a curriculum made by the teacher and his children
on the spot in a realistic situation.
Two dialects prevail in the Marshalls, that of the
western or Ralik chain and that of the eastern or Ratak
chain.

Differences are slight and the two dialects are

mutually intelligible.

The Ralik speech enjoys greater

prestige, since the Bible is written in the Ralik dialect,
and the former administrative center, Jaluit is also in
the Ralik group.
Chaos reigns in the spelling of the Marshallese
language.

''No rules are good rules" seems to be the motto.

A writer will possibly use the following spellings for
einwot {same) in a single selection:
anwot, enwot.

anot, enot, einot,
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Up to the present there have been three ways of
writing Marshallese.

They were the Bible, the German and

the Japanese spelling.
The Japanese spelling may be dismissed without
further ado since it attempted to replace Roman letters
with the Japanese kana characters.

There would be every

reason against the retention of this system even if it
were better than any other.
The German spelling was given definite form in
Senfft's and Erland's dictionaries.

At that time the

Germans governed the islands and had every prospect of
continuing to do so.

They revised the earlier spelling

of the American missionaries to assimilate it somewhat
in appearance to German.

This spelling has been rejected

because it multiplied enormously the number of letters to
be used.
The Bible spelling was devised by the American
missionaries in the middle of the last century.

It forms

the basis for the spelling used in the current dictionary,
published in Kwajelein Atoll under the direction of the
American military personnel.

Such changes as had been

effected were to regularize the systematize the spelling
and to insure easy reproduction on the standard typewriter.
The spelling of the Kwajalein dictionary, a
revision of that found in the Bible, was intended as a
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stop-gap measure to give strangers some clue as to the
form and meaning of words in Marshallese and a means of reducing a great number of variant spellings to one.

It is

too early in the development of the Marshallese language
to warrant an attempt to fix the spelling for all time.
Standard orthography is being studied at the
University of Hawaii, but it is not likely that it will be
made available for public use for quite some time.

The

vowels require considerable further study before they can
be grouped phonetically.

The phonetic respelling of the

vowels is not phonemic, but only a basis for phonemic
studies.

Certain consonant changes have already been

made in the Kwajelein dictionary.

£ and

~

(and even f and v) has been abolished.

been reduced to b.
~by

k.

duced to

The haphazard use of

Every d has been replaced by t, every

H has been dropped.

l·

All have

Ch,

~'

sh,

~have

Y has been abolished in favor of

~'

been rewhich is

the usual way of spelling the sound in Marshallese.

The

consonants have been doubled in accordance with the pronunciation.

Essentially, then, this leaves the Marshallese

language with one letter standing for one sound.

There-

fore it is phonetic and lends itself to a phonetic technique
of teaching.

According to Arthur W. Heilman of Pennsylvania

State University, speaking about Research Findings Concerning
Phonics in Beginning Reading (Decade of Innovations,
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Approaches to Beginning Reading), "Phonics emphasis is a
significant factor in reading achievement during the period
of beginning instruction (14:103)."

He further clarifies,

"That learning phonic skills is absolutely essential for a
child to become an independent reader (14:105). 11

If this

is true for the American child with the complexities of
the English spelling system, it certainly should be of real
value to the Marshallese child with his phonetic language.
According to Paul McKee,
In the non-technical sense, phonics is a term
which refers to the study of sounds in so far as they
are related to reading. Obviously words are composed
of sounds blended together in pronunciation, and when
one teaches phonics he teaches the different sounds
which letters and various combinations of letters may
have in the English language. It is assumed that when
the child has learned these sounds it is possible for
him to pronounce a strange word by blending the sounds
included in the word and thus derive its meaning. It
is understood of course that the word to be recognized
must be within the child's spoken vocabulary; otherwise the phonetic analysis of the word that makes pronunciation possible could not enable the pupil to discover what the strange word means. It is important
to bear in mind that the chief purpose in teaching
these sounds is to provide the pupil with a tool by
which he can unlock the pronunciation and thereby the
meaning of the strange word (10:108).
As Marshallese is a phonetic language it can be assumed
that the basic application of McKee's statement can be
adapted to the teaching of beginning reading in Marshallese.
Therefore, much emphasis in this beginning reading program
in Marshallese was placed upon a phonic approach in
developing word attack skills.
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Arthur W. Heilman reflects on principles which
apply to the teaching of phonics:
1.

For any child to profit from systematic in-

struction in phonics he must have the ability to discriminate between similar speech sounds.
2.

Auditory and visual training should be blended

and taught simultaneously.

3.

All phonic facts and generalizations necessary

for a child to become an independent reader should be
taught (5:17-18).
In Heilman's thinking the purpose of phonics instruction,
as it relates to reading, is to provide the child with
skill for pronouncing of words not known as sight words.
He points out that phonics is but one important part of
a total word analysis program.

Children should be taught

numerous techniques in word analysis:

pictures, structural

analysis, context, and phonetic analysis.
This program of beginning reading uses many forms
of word analysis:
context clues.

phonics, pictures, structural analysis,

In this program of teaching of reading,

no one method can be relied upon because of the very
nature of children, all of whom are different.

Individual

differences were taken into consideration through a variety
of word analysis skills.

Throughout the program a number

of techniques were used, adapted to meet the needs of the
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untrained teacher.

Much emphasis has been placed upon

phonetic technique, but is was not singular.
II.

SUMMARY

In summary, the language experience approach lends
itself readily to the Marshallese situation, by its very
nature of taking reading from the child.
situation has many limitations:

Whereas, the

no formal reading program,

untrained and uneducated teachers, limited materials, etc.;
the language experience approach provides us with a means
of solving these problems.

It establishes a reading program

based upon the experiences of the children, and lends itself to adaptation to our problem.

The philosophy of the

language experience approach is designed to meet the needs
of children, whether they be American or Marshallese.
The phonetic technique was applicable to teaching
reading in Marshallese because, as research points out,
it is important to beginning reading.

The phonetic technique

is especially adaptable to a more phonetically pure
language such as Marshallese.
children in attacking words.
are also important.

Phonics is one means to aid
Other word attack skills

The reader will find that word attack

skills other than phonics have also been included in this
beginning reading program.

CHAPTER III
A BEGINNING READING PROGRAM IN MARSHALLESE
I.

INTRODUCTION

This program of beginning reading in the indigenous
Marshallese was designed to meet the needs of the uneducated
Marshallese teacher and those of the children whom he teaches.
Essentially the program is a series of one hundred
seventy-five daily lessons in beginning reading.
lesson is divided into three main parts:
Presentation, and the Activity.

Each

the Review, the

Frequently throughout

the program there are special notes to the teacher to help
him in the preparation of the materials to be used in the
lesson.

This series of lessons tells the indigenous teacher

everything he needs to know in the teaching of a specific
skill:

how to prepare for it, how to present it, and how

to follow up with it.

Also included with each lesson are

examples of seatwork to be used by the children.

The

program is pragmatic in its organization, but it is
necessarily so.
The program emphasizes taking reading material
from the children in the form of experience stories and
discussions.

It is sequential in the development of

skills and concepts.
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In this thesis the scope and sequence are shown,
with sample lessons or sections of lessons.

The whole

program is not included because of its great length and
bulk.

Samples of tests, stories, and other materials

demonstrate how the program is used.

II.

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Teach the following skills in Marshallese Reading
Readiness and Level I.
Vocabulary (Word Recognition)
1.

Teach the child to write and recognize his own

name in print.
2.

Teach the names of the letters in the Marshallese

alphabet and how to write them.

ten.

3.

Teach the sounds of the letters.

4.

Teach the names of the numbers from zero to

They are:

jiljilimju5n,

letters.

ou, juon, ruo, jilu, emen, lalim, jiljino,

rualit~k,

ruatimjuon, jonoul.

5.

Teach the children to match letters.

6.

Teach the children to match numbers.

7.

Teach the children to match capital and small
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Word Meaning
1.

Teach the children to be able to tell a story,

to be able to tell or explain about things, to be able to
carry on a conversation.
2.

Teach the children to associate pictures with

3.

Teach children to identify new words by using

words.

pictures to help them.
Perceptive Skills (Auditory Skills)
1.

Teach how to pronounce two and three syllable

2.

Teach how to know the number of sounds in

words.

spoken words.

3.

Teach the children to hear the differences

between words.

4.

Teach the children to hear the length of words.

Which is shorter?

5.

ma, monono.

Which is longer?

Teach the children to hear the sounds at the

beginning of words, at the middle words and at the ends
of words.

6.
Example:

Example:

baru, babbib, bob.

Teach the children rhyming words and syllables.
mej, rej, jej.

7.

Teach the children to be aware of unusual

sounding words (borrowed words from other languages:
German, Japanese, English).
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Visual Skills
1.

Teach children to use picture clues.

2.

Teach the colors, sizes, shapes.
biroro
mouj
maroro
bulu

3.

borba1
monaknak
ialo
or an

Teach the children to see likenesses and

differences in pictures, in letters, and in words.

4.

Teach the child to read and write beginning

at the left and moving right.
Comprehension (Interest)
1.

Create interest in children to want to learn to

2.

Create interest in words.

3.

Read stories to the children often • • • every-

read.

day if possible.

4.

Train the children to work at various activities

for different lengths of time.
Ability.
1.

Teach the children to remember from stories

read to them aloud.
stories.

To remember the characters of the

To remember the main ideas and the endings.
2.

Teach children to keep events in the proper

3.

Teach the children to use complete sentences.

order.
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4.

Teach the children to work alone for short

periods of time.

Teach them how to do seawork.

5.

Teach the children to begin at the front of

6.

Teach the children to begin at the left hand

7.

Teach the children that a sentence begins at

a book.

page.

the left.
Oral Expression
1.

Teach children to express themselves spontan-

2.

Teach the children to remember five word

eously.

sentences.

3.

Teach the children to make up simple endings

for stories.
4.

Teach the children to use new words.

The following skills should be taught at the
Marshallese Reading Level I.
Vocabulary
1.

Teach the children to recognize with both

capital and small letters at the beginnings of words.
2.

Teach the children to recognize the words in

various settings from the primary vocabulary list (separate
list).
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Word Analysis
1.

Teach the children to recognize the initial

consonants and make their sounds (b, j, k, m, n, r, r',
t, w).
2.

Teach the single consonant sounds in the final

position (wut).

3.

Teach the single consonant sounds in the middle

position (lalim).

4.

Teach the vowel sounds and names (a, a, e, i,

o, o, u).

5.

Teach the sounds of the initial consonant

blends (mw-mweo, kw-kweet, bw-bwil).
Structural Analysis
1.

Teach the suffixes for the following words.

ao

ibba
imo

2.

am
ibbam
imom

arwoj
ibben
imon

air
ibbar'
imor'woj

ibbair
imeir

Teach the use of the following words.
Singular
eo
men eo
ijo
ije

in
men in
ijin
ijeen

ne
men ne
ijene
ijuweo

ka
ra

kan
ran

Plural
ko
ro

3.

kakan
raran

Teach future and past tenses, using native

dialect (naj, kar).
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4.

Teach them the main directionals.
tok
lok
woj
tak
-to
lal
lin
lik
-ar

boktok
boklok
bokW5j
watak
et to
ilal
lalin
-itok
iwoj

Teach the causative as needed (jutak-kajutak).
Teach the formation of simple questions using ke and ne.
Teach suffixes and use of (e,i).
komane ( s)
boke

Komani (p)
boki

Teach reduplication syllables (kabokbok, kumkum, meloklok).
Word-form Clues
1.

Teach the children to see capital letters and

small letters.
2.

Teach the children to notice the length of

3.

Teach them to notice double letters.

4.

Teach them to see the repitition of syllables.

words.

Comprehension
1.

Teach the children to understand that printed

symbols represent objects or actions.
2.

Teach the children to read and understand

simple directions.

Example:

Komane juon bija kin jilu bok.

Unoke binjel eo kin bir5ro;
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3.

Teach the children to prove a statement.

4.

Teach the children to draw conclusions from

given facts.

5.

The children should be able to remember what

has been read to them aloud.

6.

The children should be able to remember what

has been read by themselves silently.

7.

The children should be able to place things

(events) in sequence.

8.

The children should remember where to find

answers to questions.
The following are oral and silent reading skills.
Oral Reading
1.

The children, when reading orally should be

able to: (a) use correct pronunciation, (b) use correct
phrasing (not word by word reading), (c) use proper voice
intonation to give meaning, (d) have good posture and
handle the book correctly.
2.
punctuation:

Teach the children to understand simple
(a) period, (b) comma, (c) question mark,

(d) exclamation mark.

3.
zation:
names.

Teach the children to understand simple capitali-

(a) at the beginning of a sentence, and (b) proper
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Silent Reading
1.

The children should be able to read without

vocalization, lip movements or whispering.
2.

The children should be able to read without

head movements.
Primary Word List
aebwoj

an

bori

aet

aer

bao

aibujuij

ar'woj

bar

aikiu

armij

bareinwot

ail in

ar

bar juon

Ailin Kein

Al ti

barijet

aillin

alal

baru

ainbat

aljik

beba

aitok

aonon

bel

ajri

babu

ben

ak

ba

ber

al

baba

bija

anmon

baj

bijbij

a nm in

bajjik

bik

aoleb

bajk51

bi law'!

aor

bak

bin

ao

bako

binana

am

balun

binjel
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bir~ro

ekileb

errok

bir'or'o

e

eta

bwiro

ean

et al

bo

ear

etke

bok

eb

et ton

bol

ebak

et tor

bon

ebajet

ettolok

bot

einjuon

ewi

bob

einwot

ewor

bok

ekijkan

errein

boktok

ej

eritto

boklok

ejelok

ernonono

bolen

elane

ekonan

borbol

eliktata

ene

borwoj

el la

en

buk

elon

eber

bulu

ernen

erra

burornoj

ernon

ebokbok

bwe

ernwij

en in

bwil

ene

ekar

bwinbwin

eneen

eijole

bukot

entan

ernololo

bukote

enor'

ebo

bwijin

eo

et et al

bobe

eokwe

etta
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enok

ij

ir'ak

ebbebe

ijo

itok

ekataki

ijone

iu

ereilok

ikkure

ije

ewot

ilik

ijin

ekabrik

ilju

ibeir

eroklok

ilo

iumin

eiumin

iloan

iuni

ibarijet

ilon

ibben

imjen

ilan

ibb'!

ion

ilal

ibbem

ij j iliblib

im

imonono

ikjini

imo

iwoj

iturin

imom

iran

ijuweo

imon

j eij ole

ilak

imorwoj

jero

ilem

imor

jinerro

ijbar

imon jar

jalele

ia

inne

Jijl5t

iaikwij

ion bok

jebko

ial

1nna

Jiraal

ialo

ionlal

jaab

iar

io

jen

iaraj

ir

jab

iik

iroj

jaje
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jaki

jibwe

Jiako

Jan

jema

j ilj ilimj u~n

janin

jemen

jilj ino

jar

jeman

jilu

jato

jemar'

jino

jatim

jemaer

Jiron

jatin

jikul

jir'ik

jatir

jera

jiton

jatir'woj

jeram

jojo

jatier

jeran

jok

jea

jerar'

jokwe

je

jeraer

jonoul

jeiu

jikuta

jota

jeim

jirikrik

jimma

jein

jikin wia

jimmam

jeiir'

j ibC>

jimman

jeiir

jibim

jimmar'

jej

jibin

jimmair

jeje

j ibir'

jino

jela

j 1b11r

jinom

jen

jiko

jinon

jerbal

jikim

jinor'

jet

jikin

jineer

jiban

j ikir'

jutak

Jibon

jikiir

kukkure
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kir'u

kabok

kiki

kaal

kake

kilaj

kabbe

kako

kileb

kabten

kwalok

kilij

kalibuke

kamol

kim

kalikarebolul

komat

kilmej

kaaorl>k

kanniok

kinim

kajirul

kanke

kinke

kajitok

kaniuj

kio

kwonam

kar

kiokio

kwona~

karreo

kilebleb

komaulal

Kimio

kijom

kobubwi

kariklok

k~mane

kijimirro

karkar

kemij

komani

kar•u

kojro

kiin

katak

kiolok

kajion

ke

kiolok jir'ik

kattil

kebellok

kir'kir'

kittilek

kememij

ko

kimij

kemem

kole

kane

kenabbu

kom

kobreia

keroro

konbib

kan

kijeek

konono

ka

kijo

kojak

kab

kijr'ik

kojojo
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k"Or~

lijiroj

maroro

kl5rk5r

libukwe

Mama

kuj

likao

mat

kune

lio

m!

kwar

lo

mejki

kwe

lowi

me ram

kwelok

lojet

meloklok

kwo

lok

melaj

kwoj

lukon

men

kwojkoj

limen

men in lelok

laburo

lokan

mer am in al

laim

lik

milik

lakej

le

milal

la le

loraan

mweo

lalim

le en

mwen

lam

lijikon

mwin

lar'rik

limimirro

mokta

lat

lontake

mouj

lelok

lokin

mok!j

lemnak

majur

mo lo

leo

make ian

momlulu

ler'rik

makm~k

moman

letok

marok

monaknak

lewoj

maroii

m~na

lib

maro

m5k
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mweio

na

r'iboje

mweim

nene

rikaki

mwein

ok

r'ioj

mweir'

or an

ritto lok

mweieir

okar

reitok

mabufi

okok

r'er'

mwie

raij

rein

mijeljel

rainin

rot

naj

ralik

rukruk

najrik

ran

talli'fie

nan

ran emon

ta

nana

rar

tak

nan

rear

takt5

nan in

rej

taunin

nafiinmij

rere

teb51

ni

ro

tibat

ne

ron

tibno1

nuknuk

ronjake

tok

na

rok

tonaj

n"!at

rual1t'C5k

tobrak

nejo

rumij

tutu

ninnin

ruo

Tami

nejnij

ruatimjuon

Tom

nejin

r'ak

tole

neen

rak

tuaak

-

uak

watok

ujoj

wutin

ulio

walok

uno
uwe
umni
utabokbok
win to
wa
waini
waj
wia
Wik
wir'
won
woj
wonan
wot
wut
warn
wao
wijke
wot
waween
waan
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III.

READING BEGINS WITH TALKING TIMES

Children learn to read by reading.

They learn to

read their own words that they bring to school.

The most

important thing the teacher must do in the beginning is to
show the children how talking can be turned into writing
and then read back.
read and write.

Children talk and listen before they

The best way for children to learn to

read is to use their talking and listening.

The language

the children bring to school is the best material a
teacher can have.

The first step to learning to read is

to begin with talking, getting the children to talk about
themselves, their interest and the things they know.

Some

part of each day should be set aside for talking about
something.

What to talk about?

children suggest:
and interests.
times.

Talk about things the

life experiences, their ideas, thoughts

These things provide the topic for talking

The teacher needs to make some kind of system to

see that the children take turns, that all have a chance
to talk, that they do not interrupt when someone is talking,
and that they enjoy the talking times.

The teacher must

be the guide, he must get the shy children to talk and
get the others to give them a chance.
are a good way to get children talking.

Sometimes questions
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Listed below are some things that can be talked
about.
1.

Talk about pictures (pictures from books, pic-

tures the children make, pictures that the teacher makes).
2.

Talk about feelings (arguments, dreams, things

that frighten--sharks, demons, etc.; talk about being embarrassed, being funny, being happy; talk about pretending).

3.

Talk about things that happen (at school, at

home, accidents, on field-trip ships or when one comes,
things heard on the radio, happenings in an outrigger
canoe, kemems, Christmas, parties, funerals, weddings).

4.

Talk about trips (to the village, the local

store, lagoon, ocean, picnics, trips to another island or
another atoll, trips to Majuro, trips by boat, truck or
scooter).

5.

Talk about people (visitors from other places,

visitors to school, friends and neighbors who have interesting jobs, other children.

6.

Talk about class activities (making plans,

making and talking about collections, experiments, construction projects, cooking, caring for animals, telling
stories and jokes).

7.

Talk about Marshallese culture (the old days,

legends, stories, customs).
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Listening is very important to talking.
just being quiet.

It is not

It is picking out from what is heard

that which is personally interesting and using what is
heard.

The children must be taught to listen.

One way

to do this is to play listening games where the children
must listen for a specific reason.
the game Jaimon Ej Ba.

For example:

play

The children stand in a circle.

The teacher is the leader in this game until he thinks the
children can do it.

Explain to the children that in this

game they must listen and watch the leader.

If the leader

says, "Jaimon ej ba, jutak" they must stand up.

If the

leader says, "Jutak" the children are not to stand.

The

children are to do exactly as the leaders says, if he says
"Jaimon Ej Ba" first.

But if the leader does not say,

"Jaimon Ej Ba," but direc.ts the children by saying "J ij ot,"
the children who follow the direction are out of the game
and must sit down.

The game is played until only one

child is left standing.

He is of course the winner and can

be the leader for the next game.
Reading stories to children is another good way
to help children to be good listeners.

Use the Legends of

Micronesia to read to the children, or any other stories
already written in Marshallese.
also be used through translation.

Stories in English can
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IV.

TAKING CHILDREN'S DICTATION

Writing what children talk about is very important.
What children say can be written and read back.
each day should be set aside for writing.

Part of

At first the

children will not be able to do their own writing.

The

teacher will have to write down what the children talk
about.

The teacher should know how to write down the

children's ideas.

The more stories the better.

At least

one story or chart a day should be written and read in
addition to the lessons.

Below is a list of things to

help you make your charts.
Materials
Large paper (2 x 3 feet).

It can be newsprint,

construction paper, tagboard or lined chart paper.

Use

felt pens, magic markers or large black or dark-colored
crayons to write the stories.
holder.

The charts should have a

The holder can be made out of wood or it can

simply be two nails on the wall.

The chart holder is

necessary because it is a place to store the charts and
it holds the chart while the teacher is teaching reading.
Use of Print or Manuscript Writing
Use manuscript writing or print large enough to be

.

seen easily from all areas of the classroom.

The writing
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can be approximately two inches high.
should clearly separate.

Words and lines

One inch between words and

approximately two inches between lines is acceptable.
Pictures
Pictures should be used sparingly and only on
charts that need pictures to help explain what is written.
Pictures should be placed on the top or the bottom.
Arrangement of Material
Balance is very necessary.
hand side of the paper.

Do not crowd the right

The title should be about three

inches from the top, well centered, and spaced above the
first line.
letter.

Every word in the title should have a capital

The sentences should be only one line for beginners

and they all should start evenly at the left.

Two lined

sentences should be treated as paragraphs.
V.
Note:
crayon.

SAMPLE LESSON:

READING NAMES

All writing should be neatly done in black

The letters should be alike (the same size).

letters should be big enough to be seen easily.

The

The name

cards should be placed on each child's table or in front
of him.

The name cards should face the child.

The word

cards placed on objects and things around the room should
be put where they can be easily seen.

All spelling should
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be done with the Marshallese Alphabet, which is used in this
program.

Do not use any letters other than the ones used

in this alphabet.

Use the English-Marshallese Dictionary

as a guide to spelling.
Presentation
Tell the children that you have made name cards
for each of them.

Give each child his name card.

Have him

hold his card in front of him, while you read it for him.
Run your hand under the word using the left-to-right movement.

Have the child do the same.

Have the child hold

his card in a manner for all the children to see.
read the name.

Have the class read it.

Again

Have each individual

read his name for the class.
Point to the familiar objects and things around the
room which you have labeled.
what the words are.

Ask the children to guess

Have the children read the words.

If they cannot do this tell them what the word is by reading
it for them, running your hand in a left-to-right movement
(use the following words:

aor, winto, borwaj, ionlal, bot,

tebol, jea, kinim).
Koltilaj im Jilu Ber
Reading to children is very important.
children to be interested in reading.

It helps

Soon they will
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want to know for themselves what the letters and words
mean.

Reading helps children to be good listeners.

They

need to be good listeners so they will be able to understand what is read and to be able to answer questions.
When reading to children it is important to read loud
enough for everyone to hear.

It is good to have the

children sit in a circle in front of you.
so that the children can understand you.
show that you like to read.

You should read
Make your voice

If there are pictures in the

book show them to the children and let them talk about
them.
Follow this plan in reading the story Koltilaj im
Jilu Ber.
l.

Show the book to the children.

2.

Read the name of the book.

3.

Explain to the children that Koltilaj is a

little girl who lives far away.

4.

Explain that Ber (bears) are big animals that

live in faraway lands.
bears.

Tell the children a little about

Bears are bad animals. but in this story they are

not.

5.

Read the story to the children.

the pictures.

Stop to show

Let the children talk about them.

Talk

about any words that might be new or that they might not
be able to understand.
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Talk about the story after you have finished

6.

reading it.

Ask these questions:

did Koltilaj eat?

Who is Koltilaj?

Who fell asleep?

How many bears are

there?

What did Koltilaj break?

sleep?

Why do you think Koltilaj ran away?

the story?

Why or why not?

a pretend story?

What

In whose bed did Koltilaj
Did you like

Was the story a real story or

How do you know?

Activity
Collect the name cards.
remembers the names."

Say:

"Let's see who

Show a card to the class.

If the

children think they know what the word says have them raise
their hands.

Give them a few seconds to answer.

If they

do not know the word, tell them and have them reread it.
Do the same for the word cards placed around the room.
Have the children read the cards while they are on the
objects.

Remove the word cards and ask them to identify

the words.
Sing a familiar song and teach a new song.
VI.

SAMPLE LESSON:

TEACHING THE MARSHALLESE ALPHABET

Review
Review the name cards and the cards on familiar
objects around the room.

Show the cards to the class and

have the children identify the words.

Mix the word cards
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(names) on a table and have each child find his own name.
Have the children place the object cards on the corresponding object.
Presentation
Note:

The Marshallese Alphabet Chart (beginning

sounds) should be big (3 x 4 feet).

The lettering and

pictures should be neatly and clearly done.
should clearly show what they represent.

The pictures

The chart should

be placed where it can be easily seen.
Marshallese Alphabet Chart
Show the class the chart and explain what it is.
Have the children watch and listen as you point to each
letter on the chart and say its name.
Read the word under the picture.

Point to the picture.

Do this again.

This

time say the key letter on the chart and have the class
repeat it.

Point to the picture and say the word.

the children watch.

Have

Read the word, emphasizing the first

letter, and at the same time run your hand under the word
in a left-to-right motion.

Have the children read the

word, while stressing with your hand the left-to-right
movement.

When all the letters are complete, repeat the

whole process only this time see if the children can
identify the letters by themselves.
it for them.

If they cannot, do
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Anmin-Anmon
Teach the words, "anmin and anmon."
words on the board.

Write these

Say the word "anmin" four times.

Each time stressing with your hand the left-to-right movement.

Show them your left hand, your left foot, etc.

Have the children show you their left hand, left foot,
etc.

Teach anmon the same way.

Play a game by asking

them to raise their left hand or their right hand.

Once

they can distinguish between left and right, play the
game using word cards.
Activity
Learning to hold and use a pencil.

On the board

or a large chart make lines to look like the child's
paper.

Pass out primary paper and pencils.

children how to place their papers.

Show the

For right-handed

children the placement of the paper is square with the
table.

The child pulls down strokes toward himself.

For left-handed children the paper is away from the body,
slightly to the left of the table.

Keep left-handed

ch.ildren to the front of the room so that you can watch
and help them.

The pencil should be held with the index

finger on the top and the second finger and thumb on the
bottom.

The child must hold back on the pencil at least

an inch and a quarter.

The blunt end of the pencil should
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point over the shoulder.

The wrist must be kept flat,

close to the desk surface, but it must not drag.

The

elbows must be close to the body.
Explain to the children that writing is easy to
learn.

It is done by making lines and circles on .the

paper.

Some of the circles and lines are big and some are

small.

Tell them that they will practice making lines and

circles.

Show the children how it is done on the board.

Make two rows of big circles and two rows of small circles.
Circulate among the children to check that each child is
holding the pencil correctly and that he has his paper
properly placed.

Help those who have difficulty.

Do

the same for small lines and circles.
VII.

SAMPLE LESSON:

TEACHING LETTERS

AND BEGINNING SOUNDS
Review
The review is very important to every lesson.
over the things that have been taught.

Go

Watch for the

children who have trouble, make note of it so that you can
work with them individually.

Quickly review the name

cards, object words, and "anmin and anmon."

Tell the

children to remember the letters in the words and to watch
for how words are different or alike.
and some are short.

Some words are long

Have each child find his own name
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card.

Have the children match the word card with the object.

Review the Marshallese Alphabet Chart exactly as suggested
in Lesson 2.

Ask individual children to identify the

letters you point to.

Change the order of sequence.

This

keeps them from memorizing the pattern.
Presentation
Note:

Picture cards are cards which show a picture

and under it a word to go with the picture.
ten inches by ten inches.
and carefully drawn.
and correctly spelled.

They should be

The pictures should be colorful

The words should be neatly written
There should be at least seven

pictures for each of the eighteen letters in the Marshallese
Alphabet.

The teacher should make a set of letter cards.

One side shows the capital letter and the other the small
letter.
Teaching the letter "b" - "B"
1.

Point to the letter "b" - "B" on the Marshallese

Alphabet Chart and say its name clearly and so that all
can hear.
2.

Say:

This is the letter "B".

this letter is "Bi".

The sound this letter makes is the

same as in the following words:
binjel.

The name of

bako, bob, binana, buk,
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3.
letter card.
letter.

Show the children the capital "B" using the
Ask the children to tell you the name of the

Ask them to tell you a word which begins with

that sound.

4.

Show the children how the letter is written

(capital form).

Have the children trace in the air the

form of the letter "B".

Repeat the same for the small

letter.

5.

Have them find the letter "B" on the Marshallese

Alphabet Chart.
6.

Have the children find the letter "B" in a

group of letters.

7.

Show the children the picture cards.

Tell the

children that each of these pictures shows something that
begins with the letter "B".
what each picture is.

Ask the children to tell you

Show each picture and ask the

children what each word begins with.

Have the children

point to the letter "B" in the words.

Talk about each

picture.

8.

Have the children think of other words that

begin with the same sound as words that begin with the
letter "B".

Write the words on the board.
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Activity
Have the children practice writing lines and
circles.

Show the children how the letters "B" - "b" are

written.

Have the children practice writing the letters

"B" - "b".

Circulate and help each child individually.

If you are in a school with a duplicating machine, prepare
seatwork as illustrated in the guide.
The lessons following Lesson Four are concerned
with the teaching of all eighteen of the letters in the
Marshallese Alphabet (eleven consonants and seven vowels).
The teacher will teach the children to identify each
letter visually and auditorily.
to write the letter forms.

They also are learning

jaki
.

.~

,, - - _,. ..-· •

.,,#

,_ ... ,.,

t·oro

••
or

-~..,..

"~
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VIII.

SAMPLE LESSON:

EXPERIENCE CHART

Presentation
Make a simple experience chart (story) about the
family.

It should be short and very simple.

For example:

Bamle Eo
En in ej

Jin~.

En in ej Jema.

En in ej ninnin eo.
Words to use are:

Bamle, eo, efiin, jino, jema, ninnin,

ajri, jato, larrik, lerrik.
As this is a beginning story, it should be uncomplicated.

It should have very few sentences (less than

five) and each sentence should have only two or three
words.

There should be pictures to go with this story.

Word cards should be made for each of the words used in
the story.
to them.

Show the children the chart and read the story
While you are reading the words draw your hand

under the words in a left-to-right motion.
to read the story back to you.

Ask the children

Ask the children to look

at the story and find the pictures of the characters.
Read the first sentence to them and have a child show the
word that says, "Enin".

Have the children point to all the

places in the story where that word is used.
children the following questions:

Ask the

What line has the
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word that says jino, jema, ninnin?
are the same.

What is this word?

is the first word in the line.
story, where do you start?

Find some words that
Show me the word that

When you start to read a

Have the children show the

first word to be read in each sentence.

Why do I make my

hand go along under the sentences this way?
using the left-to-right movement).
letter.
you.

Look at this big

We call it a capital letter.

What does it tell you?

It is a signal to

I can see lots of words that

begin in the same way, can you find them?
words in the story using the word cards.
children's families.
names are.

Talk about the
Talk about the

How many people there are.

What their

Have the children each tell something about

their families.
families.

(Demonstrate

Have the children make pictures of their

Write a few words that they tell you about their

families under each picture.
IX.

SAMPLE LESSON:

TEACHING LIKENESSES

AND DIFFERENCES
Presentation
Talk to the children about likenesses and differences.
Teach the words einwOt and

einju~n.

Have a box filled

with things that are alike and things that are different.
Play a game with the children whereby they tell you which
things are alike and which are different.

Use pictures
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of things that are alike and things that are different.
Note:

Extensive work on likenesses and differences is

followed up, both visually and auditorily.

Seatwork exer-

cises are begun here and begin with very simple exercises
and progress to more difficult and complex exercises.
Pictures, simple geometric shapes, letters, numbers, and
later words are used.
X.

SAMPLE LESSON:

TEACHING THE COLOR WORDS

Presentation
Introduce and teach the names, identification and
words for the eight basic colors (biroro, oran, ialo,
maroro, bulu,

b~rbol,

kilmej, monaknak).

Revolve the

teaching of the color words around a simple story chart.
Use visual aids:

pictures, colored discs, colored crayons

to help you teach the color words.

An example of the story

might be:
Uno Ko
Rolul in ej bir5ro.
Rolul in ej maroro.

(Colored discs are to be placed at

the end of each sentence.)
Talk about colors.
talking about colors.

Involve the children in the

Allow the children to help write

the story about colors, or have them make their own story
about colors (you write it for them).

Have them make a pic-

ture of the colors with a simple story under the colors.
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XI.

SAMPLE TEST:

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

THE ALPHABET
Words and letters look so much alike to young
children it is important for them to see the differences
in the forms of the letters.
learning how to read.

This is very important in

This test for visual discrimination

will help you as the teacher to know who is having difficulty
with seeing the differences in the forms of the letters and
who knows them.

This test will help you to decide which

of the children are getting ready to read and which of the
children need more work on visual discrimination.
This test is very easy to make.
two papers show you the test.

The following

Each child should have a

copy.
Flash cards are printed in black letters about
two inches high.

The forms of the letters should be the

same used in the children's tests.

When the flash cards

have been printed they should be placed in the following
order:
K,

~'

-

Capital letters • • • O, A, B, T, N, L, R, W, J,
M, E, N, A, I, U, R'.

n, a, m, b,

n,

Small letters • • •

o,

j, k,

1, o, a, r, i, t, u, r•, e, w.

Directions for the Test
Each child is given a test form and a pencil.
he cannot write his name, the teacher will write it.

If
The
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teacher will say, "I am going to show you some letters.

I will show you the first one, and you are to find it in
the first row of letters.

Here is the first one (show O).

See if you can find this one.

Put your finger on it (check

to see that each child has found the right letter).
draw a circle around it.
small.

Now

(Have them keep the circles

If you wish, show them how by having the first two

boxes of letters drawn on the board, showing the child
what is to be done.
the O).

Check to see if each child has circled

Now move down to the next row.

See if you can

find this letter and draw a circle around it."

(Check the

papers again, helping each child to circle the right
letter.)
Then present each of the other letters, always
watching to see that the children are at the right place
on their papers.

Since this is an "identification from

memory" test, turn the card down after the children begin
to hunt for the letter.

Do not allow a second look.

The test for identifying small letters is given in
the same way.
are scored.

When each test has been given, the papers
By studying the results of the tests the

teacher will find answers to the following questions:

letters?

1.

Which children know most or all of the letters?

2.

Which of the children have difficulty with the
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3.

Which children know the capital letters, but

do not know the small letters?

4.

Which capital letters and small letters need

to be taught again?
XII.

SAMPLE LESSON:

TEACHING LETTER SOUNDS

Presentation
Write the letter "B" on the board.
to tell you what the name of the letter is.
the sound of the letter "B".
sound.

You tell them

Have the children repeat the

Check each child to make sure he is saying the

sound correctly.
picture cards.
"B".

Ask the children

Say:

bajkol begins with "B".

Point to each picture.)

(Show the

Bjkol begins with

Bao begins with the sound of "B".
Ask the children to think of words that begin with

the same sound.
sound of

"J"

Write the words on the board.

in the same way.

that was done the day before.

Teach the

Review everyday the work
Check each child to see

that he is listening to the sounds of the letters.
are many ways to do this.
1.

There

Here are some of them.

Give each child two letters (b-j).

Tell them

that you are going to say a word that begins with one of
these letters.

They are to listen carefully and then show

the letters that the word begins with.
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2.
letters.

Show pictures of things that begin with different
Have the child tell you what the picture is and

what letter the word begins with.
(Hold up the picture.)

Answer:

Say:

What is this?

It is a crab.

letter does crab (baru) begin with?

Answer:

Say:

What

Baru begins

with "B".

3.

Put a set of pictures on the board, each showing

something different.
different letter.

Each thing should begin with a

The children say the names of the pictured

objects to make sure they have the right words with each
picture.

Say:

I am going1D say some words that begin the

same as one of these words.

You will listen to the word

and then decide which sound it begins with and which picture begins the same way.

kab • • • Which one of the

pictures does it begin with?

The child points to kir'u

and repeats the two words • • • kab-kir'u.

Put a set of

pictures on the board, each showing something that begins
with a different letter.

The children say the names of the

pictured objects to make sure they have the right words
with each picture.

Say:

I am going to say some words

that begin the same as one of these words.

You will listen

to the word and then decide which sound it begins with and
which picture begins the same way.
the pictures does it belong with?

kab • • • Which one of
The child points to

kir'u and repeats the two words • • • kab-kir'u.
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4.

A practice sheet may be made with pictures in

boxes with the letters beneath.
is a kuj.

Say:

The first picture

What letter does it begin with?

Draw a circle

around it.

5.
closed.

The children sit in a circle with their eyes

Some other children are placed in different corners

behind the group.

The teacher asks the children, "Ewi kuj

eo?" and points to one of the children standing in a
corner who makes the sound of a kuj.

The children with

their eyes closed point to the source of the sound.

6.
closed.
I?".

The children sit in a circle with their eyes

The teacher touches one child who says, "Who am

The others guess who he is.

7.

The children are shown several objects which

make different sounds when struck • • • a bell, glass
bottle, coconut, box, etc.

The children close their eyes.

The teacher strikes the different objects and the children
identify the object struck.

8.

The teacher stands behind the children and taps

one, two or three times.
taps heard.

The children repeat the number of
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XIII.

SAMPLE LESSON:

A FOLLOW-UP LESSON TO AN

EXPERIENCE CHART WRITTEN BY THE CLASS
Note:

Ways of building vocabulary.

It is easiest

to build a child's vocabulary when words are learned in a
natural situation, when they are needed.

In the previous

lesson, children found that they needed to learn new words
in order to write about their experience (a trip to the
lagoon at low tide).

New words should be pronounced and

written on the board (or written on word cards).

The

children may draw pictures to show the meanings of the new
words they have found through their own experiences.
ways of making meanings of words clear are:

Other

by an experi-

ment, impromtu demonstrations and riddles, by charts
showing how the new word relates to the subjects.
example:

For

things found in the lagoon at low tide might

be returned to school and displayed with labels.

Learning

new words through experience is the best way because the
children will remember them better--it will be more
meaningful.

The next best way to learn new words is to

recall experiences.

The teacher may write a few new words

on the board and ask the children to share their experiences
with each word.

Orthe children may suggest words to talk

about, use and write.
heard the word before.

You might ask them where they have
How was it used?

What does it
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mean?

The children may want to make a class dictionary

(or individual dictionaries).

This dictionary may be a

book where pictures show the meanings of the words.
Reading to the children is another good way for children
to learn more new words.

All new words should be written

on word cards and kept available for class and individual
use.

Children who learn rapidly can help slower learners

by playing word games with the word cards.

It is not a

good idea to teach new words in isolation.

They should

be taught in connection with what the children are learning.
Once a new word is learned it is most important that the
children use it; in reading, in writing and in speaking
and listening.
Review
Review the new words the children found in their
writing of the story about the trip to the lagoon.
word cards to help you.

Show the children the word card

and the thing it represents.
the children the word.

For example:

and the word).

"baru".

Show

Show the children a crab (one

that you picked up in the lagoon).
and the crab.

Use

Talk about the word

Talk about the way they look (the object
Talk about how the crab lives, the way it

moves, its color, etc.

If some words cannot be shown

visually perhaps they can be acted out.

Talk about each
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word and what it means.

Talk about each word; whether it

is short or long, how it begins, etc.
Presentation
Talk about the story chart (about the trip to the
lagoon).

Talk about the experience itself.

Read the

chart for them, using your hand to encourage left-to-right
eye movement.

While you are reading have them read to them-

selves, keeping their eyes on the words as you point to
them.

Encourage the children to watch each word.

children read the story.

Have the

Have the children use some of the

new words in new sentences.

Write them on the board, add

some from the chart and some of your own.

Try to repeat

the sight words as often as possible and try to keep to
words they know.

Choose a sentence pattern and keep

changing the words.

For example:

We saw a crab.

(From the chart.)

We saw a fish.
We saw a girl.
We saw a ball.
When drilling on new words like this you can check on words
learned before.

Change the procedure and have the children

match words that are alike.
baru, baru.
different.

For example:

baru, larrik,

Have the children find the words that are
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XIV.

SAMPLE TEST:

TEST FOR AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION

Directions
Each child should have a pencil and the test form.
Tell the children to write their names at the top of the
test form.

Explain to the children that you are going to

say a word.

They are to find the first box and look at

all the letters in that box and then circle the letter that
has the same sound as the beginning sound in the word you
say.

For example:

(J, R, K, B).

in the first box there are four letters

The teacher says, "bako".

The children are

to look at each of the four letters and draw a circle around
the one that is the same as the first sound in the word.
Be sure before starting that all the children understand.
Demonstrate on the board.
XV.

SAMPLE LESSON:

RHYMING WORDS

Presentation
Tell the children what a rhyming word is.
two words that rhyme, "Maj - baj".
cuss why they rhyme.
words.

Say

Have the children dis-

Do the same with two other pairs of

Ask the children to give two words that rhyme.

Say

a word and have the children give you words that rhyme.
Make a list of these words on the board.

Talk about how

rhyming words look alike and how they are different.
the children identify the beginning sounds.

Have

Play a game
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whereby the children identify the sound changes in rhyming
words.

Presentation
Write the following sentences on the board.
Tira ej ba, "Itok im lale."
Alti ej ba, "Itok im kelok."
Alek ej ba, "Itok ij e."
Tira ej ba, "Reitok."
Have the children read the first sentence to themselves.
Have one child read the sentence to the class.
children:

Which word tells who spoke?

that Tira spoke?

Ask the

Which words tell

Which words tell what Tira said?

Explain

to the children that the little mark after "Tira ej ba,"
is a comma.

It tells who spoke.

Then point to the quota-

tion marks and tell the children that the words between
them tell what was said.
comma in sentence one.

Have the children point out the
Have them point to the words that

tell who did the speaking.

Have the children point to

quotation marks and show the words that are being spoken.
Do the same with the other sentences.
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XVI.

SAMPLE LESSON:

SYLLABLES

Presentation
Explain to the children that some words have more
than one sound.

Some have only one sound.

sound the mouth must move.

Every time the mouth moves in

speaking words it makes a syllable.
bik, lik, lib.

To make a

Give some examples:

Have the children say them to see if they

can hear and feel how many times the mouth moves.

After

they understand that in those words the mouth moves only
once.

Try them out with two syllable words, such as

baru, bao, kijrik, kiru.

Have the children say these

words to find how many times the mouth moves.

Once they

have the idea, play a game whereby they are to listen and
tell how many syllables.
XVII.

SAMPLE LESSON:

QUESTIONS

Presentation
Talk to the children about what a question is.
Talk about when questions are used.
the children the question mark.

On the board show

Tell them what it is a

clue, which tells you that the words are asking something.
Write several questions on the board.
Kwoj etal nan ia?
Eor ke am binjel?
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Komro ej itok ke?
Kwoj kabbok ta?
Etam?
Jete awa kio?
Enaj jemlok naat?
Read the questions to the children.
point to the question marks.

Have the children

Tell the children there are

other clues in knowing a question.
think of what they are.

Ask them if they can

Tell the children that there are

certain special words that are clues in helping us to read
and say questions; name a few (ia, ke, ta, naat, etc.).
Talk about these words individually.

Make a list of the

question words with the help of the children.

Have the

children find the question words in the written questions
on the board.

Ask them to think of other question words.

Write them on the board.

Orally have the children make

up new questions using the question words.

Write their

questions on the board.
XVIII.

SAMPLE LESSON:

USING CONTEXT CLUES

Presentation
It is very important to teach children to use
the sounds of letters and the shapes of words to help them
identify new words.
is helpful too.

Using other words in the same sentence

Tell the children that you are thinking
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of something they have in their houses.
they use it every night.

Tell them that

Tell them that you will write

the first and last letters of the name of the thing that
you are thinking of.

For example:

tell you what the word is (jaki).
r' l.

j_ki.

Have the children

Another example is:

They use this when it is hot to make them cooler

(r'el).

Give the children a number of words like this.

Be sure you give good clues.

Tell the children that by

listening to what you say and looking at the word with
the missing letters they should be able to figure out
what the word is.

XIX.

SAMPLE LESSON:

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE STATEMENTS

Presentation
Tell the children that today you are going to show
them how to make a special kind of sentence.
two kinds of sentences.
cannot do.

There are

One tells us about something we

Write a sentence on the board which tells

something we can do.

I can play ball.

Read it to the

class and talk about what the sentence means.

Now write

the same sentence on the board another way which will tell
us that we cannot do it.

I cannot play ball.

talk about how the meaning has changed.

Read it and

Write another

set of sentences on the board, showing them how to make
the sentence tell something we can do and showing them how
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to make the sentence say something we cannot do.
is the word "jab".
in the sentence.

The key

Talk about its use and its meaning
Now place the word cards on the floor

in front of the children (make sure that all the words to
be used are in piles which have the same usage--nouns and
pronouns in one pile, action words in another, objects
in another pile; this will make it easier for the children
to make their sentences).r

Ask different children to take

cards from the piles to make positive and negative sentences.
Have one child make a positive statement, lining the cards
up in correct order on the chalk tray or on the floor.
Have another child change the meaning by adding "jab".
With each new sentence made, talk about its meaning and how
the meaning changes with the addition of the word "jab".
Do a number of these sentences.

Give each child a chance

to make a sentence or change its meaning.
XX.

SAMPLE LESSON:

ANSWERING QUESTIONS USING

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE STATEMENTS
Presentation
First of all teach the words "Jaab" and "aet".
Make sure the children know and understand the difference
in meaning of "jaab'' and ''jab".

Tell the children today

that they are going to learn to answer simple questions
with the words "jaab" and "aet".

Talk about what a
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question is and how it is identified--clues--the question
mark and question words.
with "jaab" or "aet".

Use questions that can be answered

Write a question on the board.

Have the children read it.

Ask them to answer the question

using the words "jaab" or "aet" and a complete statement.
For example:
Can you eat a fish?
Can you eat a pencil?

Yes, I can eat a fish.
No, I cannot eat a pencil.

Make sure you write their answer on the board.

Talk about

how the question and answer are alike and how they are
different.

Show them how to form the answer when it is

answered with "aet" and show them how to form the answer
when it is answered with "jaab".
on the board.
the board.

Do a number of these

Let the children write their own answers on

You can use the cards and have them make their

answers with the cards on the floor.

Have the children

practice writing answers to questions at their seats.
XXI.

SAMPLE LESSON:

FUTURE TENSE

Presentation
Teach the word "naj".
when it is used.

Talk about its meaning and

Talk only in the positive.

Write several

sentences on the board using the present tense.
children give examples.

Have the

Below each write the same state-

ment in the future tense using the word "naj".

Talk about
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the differences in meaning between the two statements.
Talk about how the future "naj" is attached to pronouns
(inaj, kwonaj, jenaj, komnaj, renaj, enaj).

Be sure to use

your own dialect in teaching the future tense.

Write

several more statements on the board.

Have the children

change the meaning by using the "naj".

Have them write

the new statements.
meaning.

Each time talk about the changes in

Encourage the children to make up their own

sentences.
XXII.

SAMPLE LESSON:

PAST TENSE

Presentation
Note:

There are two basic forms of the past tense

in Marshallese--the Ralik dialect and the Ratak dialect.
Although the dialect used in these materials is Ratak,
you as the teacher will use the dialect spoken by the
people in your area.

Although there are differences in

the word forms, the method of teaching the past tense will
be the same.

Make word cards to show the past tense

(kar, ikar, kwokar, ekar, jekar, kemkar, rekar).

Make

several piles of word cards--one for names of things, pronouns, one for action words.

Line the piles of word

cards in the order the words would be found in a sentence.
Tell the children that now they understand how to
use two times (tenses) in reading, writing and speaking;
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the present (here and now) and the future (what will be
tomorrow or a time to come).

Today they will learn how to

use the past, something that happened before.

Talk about

words that might tell us something has already been done.
They should bring up the past forms of words they use in
their speech (kar, ikar, etc.).

Talk about how these words

change the meaning of sentences when they are used.

Compare

them with the present forms of the word and the future
forms of the word.

Show the children using the board how

to write the new forms of the words, showing the present
and future along side.
(past) Inaj (future).
For example:

For example:

Ij (present) Ikar

Write simple sentences on the board.

Ij etal nan Rita.

Show them how it is

written in the past form--Ikar etal nan Rita.
the changes in meaning in the sentence.

Talk about

Using this idea

present several more sentences, discussing each one carefully to be sure the children see the differences in the
words and that they understand the differences in meaning.
When you feel that you have given them enough examples,
have the children make some sentences using the past tense.
Have them use the word cards to do this by arranging the
words into sentences.
new sentences.

Encourage the children to think up
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XXIII.

SAMPLE LESSON:

PRIMER--

"TIRA KAB ALEK REJ ETAL IN ANOR"
Presentation
Tell the children that today they are going to
read a new story.

Because the story is longer than the

last one we will read it over a period of several days.
Tell the children it is about Tira and Alek.

Ask the

children to identify the two boys and tell what happened
to them in the last story.

Tell the children that in this

new story the two boys go fishing.

Ask the children to

tell about their experiences fishing.

Tell the children

that before reading it is important to talk about some new
words.

Show each of the word cards.

and their meanings.
sentences.
ka.

Have the children use the words in

The new words are:

Kijro,

Point to the title and read it.

where the boys are going.
fishing.

Talk about the words

~'

~'

er'iboje,

Ask the children

Ask the children who is going

Ask a child to point to the word that tells

what the boys are going to do.
the title.

Have the children read

Turn to the first page or picture.

children who they see in the picture.

Ask the

Ask the children

about the things the boys have in their hands (mej in
turon, mar'e).
frame.

Have the children read the words in the

Ask the children who is speaking and to whom he
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he is speaking.

Ask the children to tell how they know.

Read the words below the picture.
is going fishing.
Turn the page.

Ask the children who

Ask the children to whom Erro refers.

Ask the children to look at the picture

and tell what they think is happening.

Ask the children to

read to themselves to find what Alek is telling Tira to
do.

Ask the children to look at the picture again to find

what the boys have on their heads.
to tell what is in the water.

Why?

Ask the children

Turn the page and have the

children look at the picture to see what the boys are
doing (fishing--looking for fish).
are (under the water).
what the boys are doing.
the picture.

Ask where the boys

Have the children read to find
Turn the page and talk about

Have the children read.

page and talk about the picture.

Turn to the next

Ask the children what

the boys have on their mar'e.

Have the children read to

find what the boys are doing.

Have the children show you

the word that tells what the boys are doing (er'iboje).
Turn the page and have the children look at the picture to
see what the boys have.

Have the children read.

Ask

the children to tell why they think the boys are happy.
This is the stopping point for today.

Review what has

happened.
Talk about the story as a whole.
reread the story in unison.

Have the class

Have individual children read
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parts of the story.

Review the words used in the story

(the new words and any that gave difficulty).

Play a game

with the words used in this part of the story.
five of the words used in the story.
anor, lale, ~' monono.
chalk tray.

Choose

For example:

etal,

Line the word cards up on the

Tell the children that you will tell them

something about the word and they are to tell you which
word you are thinking of.

Tell the children to use your

clues and what they know about the sounds of letters to
help them to decide.

For example, say:

what you are when you smile

(m~n~no)?

Which word tells
Which word tells

where you go when you want to catch fish (anor)?
word means two people (erro)?
do with your eyes (lale)?

Which

Which word tells what you

Which word tells what you do

when you want to be in another place (etal)?
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Tira.
etal in a.iior ' •

Erro ej etal in anor'.
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Tira~

lale, lale iik en.
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Tira ej lale iik eo.
Alek ej lale iik eo.

0

0

(J

0

0

0

0
0

Tira kab Alek erro ej lale iik ko.

0

0

0
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Tira ej anor'.
Alek ej a.iior 1 •
aiior'.
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Tira er' iboje iik eo.
Alek er' iboje iik eo.

0

6

Erro r' iboje iik ko.

D

82

Tira emonono.

Alek emonono.
Erro ej

monono.
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XXIV.

SAMPLE LESSON:

INTRODUCTORY LESSON FOR

JILU AJRI, FIRST READER
Note:

The children will now begin Jilu Ajri.

This book was printed in English and there are many copies
available if you look for them.
done and worth using.

The pictures are beautifully

Get two copies of The Three Children

and cut out the pictures and mount them on cards so that
you might use them with the lessons that go with Jilu Ajri.
If you have many copies in your school (enough for each
child) make up copies of the Marshallese words and paste
them over the English words.
will have real books.

In that way the children

If you do not have many copies of

the book, duplicate the book exactly as it is shown here.
If you cannot duplicate the book for the children, prepare
the material in chart form.

You may find copies of The

Three Children at Rita Elementary School, Majuro Atoll
or in the Education Supply Warehouse.

It is important

for you to reproduce your copies exactly as done here so
that you will be able to follow the lessons.

These

lessons are planned with the inclusion of the pictures.
If you prepare the books using the English version do not
allow the children to take them home because you will want
to use the books again.

Prior to introducing Jilu Ajri

to the children be sure you read all the lessons and the
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book itself.

It is best to prepare all the materials you

will need ahead of time.
Presentation
Tell the children that today they will start a
new book, Jilu Ajri.
board.

Write the name of the book on the

Ask the children to read the words.

what they mean.

Talk about

Show them the cover of the book and the

picture.

Ask the children to count the children in the

picture.

Ask the children where the children are sitting

(Page 1 is the cover).

Pass out the books to the children;

if they are the real books with the pictures allow the
children to browse through them.

Tell the children that

Jilu Ajri is about three Marshallese children, Kimio,
Jiako and Tami.

Show them in the picture which is which.

Show them the word cards which tell the names of each of
these children.
For example:
boy?

Talk about each child (in the picture).

Which is the girl?

Which is the biggest

Introduce and teach the new words found on pages

one through four (Jilu, Ajri, Na, Kimio, ij, juon, larrik,
emon, rer, Jiako, lerrik, Tami, ej, jirikrik, ettor).
If some of these words are not new, review them.
cards to help you teach the words.

Use word

Have the children read

pages one through four silently.
Ask the children to read page one to find the name
of the book.

Ask them how many children there are, boys,
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girls.

Ask the children which word tells the number of

children.

Ask the children to read page two to find who

the boy is, what he is, what kind of boy he is.

Find the

new words and talk about them as they are used in the
sentences.

Talk about the picture, asking the children

who is in it and what he is doing.
find the new words.

Ask the children to

Turn to page three and ask the children

to look at the picture to find who the girl is.

Ask the

children to read to find who the girl is, what she is,
what kind of girl she is.
is said about Kimio.

Ask them to read to find what

Ask the children to look at the

picture again to find out what Jiako is doing.
new words on the page.

Find the

Ask questions about the new words.

Turn to page four and have the children look at the picture,
asking them who is in the picture and what Tami is doing.
Ask the children whose house they see.

Ask the children

to read to find who Tami is, what kind of boy he is and
what he is doing.

Find the new words on the page.

the children to read the whole four pages together.
individual children to read parts.

Ask
Ask

Talk about the story

and what the children think about it.
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1.

JILU AJRI

2.

Na Kimio.
Na ij juon Larrik.
Na ij juon larrik emon rer.

3.

Na Jiako.
Na ij juon lerrik.
Jiako ej juon lerrik.
Jiako ej juon lerrik emon rer.
Kimio ej juon larrik.
Kimio ej juon larrik emon rer.
Jiako ej juon lerrik emon rer.

4.

Tami ej juon ajri.
Tami ej juon ajri jirikrik.
Ettor, Tami.
Ettor. Ettor, Tami.

Translated by Charles E. Eko, Antonio Jetnil and Harry Peter.
XXV.

SAMPLE LESSON:

Look at the sample story card.

STORY CARDS
Story cards are

big pieces of paper with pictures and stories.
be used for reading in the place of books.
used in Lessons 161-175.

They will

They will be

Make fifteen of these story

cards (more if your class is larger, one for each child).
The stories may or may not have a picture to go with them.
The stories are not to be long or difficult.

They are to

be made in such a way that they can be used again and again.
For Lessons 161-175 each child will read a different one
and answer the questions that go with it.

Every day you

will pass out a different story to each child; by the end
of the 15 lessons each child will have read all the stories.
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You are to keep a little notebook with a page for each
child.

Each day you will write down the name of the story

the child is working on.

You will sometime during each

day hear each child read his story to you, to the class
or just talk about it.

You will write down how he reads,

whether he knows the words or not, and other things that
will help you help him.

If a child is having trouble with

a word you will help him and teach the word when the two
of you are working together.

All of the words you use in

the stories should come from the Vocabulary List, you may
wish to add a few new words to make the stories more interesting.

You may use the two sample copies, but you must

make 13 more (or the number of your class).
stories about different things.
alike.
in.

Write the

No two stories should be

Choose topics that the children will be interested

You may wich to make the stories a little longer.

Before starting this way of reading, carefully explain to
the children that for the next 15 lessons each child will
read a different story each day.

No two children will be

doing the same story at the same time.

Talk about how the

children will work, independently and quietly.

Explain to

the children that you will work with each child sometime
during each day and during these times the rest of the
children must not interrupt or be disturbing.

Tell the

children that everyday they will have other work to do
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also.

Explain to them that on some days the class will

do things together and somedays they will all work alone.
Make this new way of reading interesting for the children.
Make it very important.

Explain to the children that they

must take good care of each of the story cards and that
they must return them to you each day.

Plan things for

children to do if and when they are finished with their
work:

(1) make a picture, (2) write an original story,

(3) look at books, (4) read stories (written by themselves
or other children), (5) work on projects for science or
social studies, (6) do extra number work, (7) other things.

(Place picture concerned with
the story here)
Juon Limakaak
Juon lar'rik ekar wor

ju~n

limakaak ibben.

Juon jibonen koto ekar lab an uki.
Larrik ekar ba, "Enin ej juon ran emon
nan kekelek limakaak en nejo.
Kin menin lar'rik ekar bok limakaak eo
nejin nan ijo ekketoto.
Limakaak ekar kelok.
Limakaak eo ekar wonlonlok im bar
wonlonlok.
Kajitok (Questions--to be written on the backside)
1.

Ta eo bwebwenato eo ej kwalok kake?

2.

Ta uno kan limakaak eo?

3.

Bwebwenato eo ej kwalok ko r'etan lar'rik eo?

4.

Ta ekar jiban eo bwe en kelok?
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The following are examples of the many different
kinds of activities included in the program.
is self-explanatory.

Each sample

All of these exercises are used in

connection with specific lessons.
Careful Reading in Arithmetic
Read each question carefully.

Then write the answer

at the right.
1.

What is eight plus four?

2.

How much is seven minus three?

3.

What is one half of 4?

4.

Six and two are how many?

5.

What is four from nine?

6.

Jiti has 8 cents. Anna has 5 cents. Draw
small circles to show Jiti's money. Draw
small circles to show Anna's money. How
much less money than Jiti has, has Anna?

7.

Jon had 7 black marbles and 4 red marbles.
Draw 7 black marbles.
Draw 4 red marbles.
How many marbles did Jon have?

Completing Sentences
Here are groups of sentences which have been
divided.
column.

The first part of each sentence is in the first
The last part is in the second column.

After

each part in the first column write the number of the
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phrase in the second column that will best finish the
sentence.

Be sure to read the sentences carefully.
2

1

1.

We write

1.

is wet.

2.

Bread is baked

2.

with a pencil.

3.

Birds fly

3.

is good to eat.

4.

Rain

4.

in the oven.

5.

Candy

5.

in the air.

Little Stories to Act
Make the little stories below on cards.

Write

the stories, or your own stories, in Marshallese on the
cards.

Make sure that you have printed neatly.

children sit in a circle.

Have the

Before letting the children do

this activity show them how to do it by doing one of the
stories.

Ask a child to choose one of the little stories.

He is to read it to himself first and then to the class.
He is to play that he is the person in the little story and
he must act out what the card says.

While one of the

children acts out the little story the others will check
to see if what he does is correct.
1.
floor.

You see a nail sticking out of a board on the

You take a hammer and drive it in.

"Someone might have stepped on it."

You say,
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2.

You are about to cross the road.

front of the room is the road.

You look first to the

right, then to the left, then to the right.
cross the road.

3.

Pretend the

You do not run.

Then you

You walk.

An old man, shivering from the cold, goes to

the door of a cook house, and raps on the wall.
vited to come in.

4.
tuna.

He goes to the fire to get warm.

You go to the store.

You ask how much it is.

the money.

He is in-

You ask for a can of
You hand the store keeper

He gives you some money.

You count it and

put it in your pocket.

5.
room.

First count the number of the boys in your

Write the number on the board.

of girls in the room.

Count the number

Write this number under the other.

Tell the class which there are more of and how many, boys
or girls.
Word Classification
Make a number of flash cards using familiar words
(taken from the vocabulary list).
child in the class.

Have a set for each

The words may be different in each

set, making it possible to use a different set each time
the activity is used.

The children can classify the words
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such as numbers, food, and colors.

They can classify

animals, names, things to play with, things in the school,
etc.
Word List
ma
juon
biroro
borbol
jonoul
bao
ni
bob
bilawa

ruo
ialo
ruatimjuon
aikiu
emen
bulu
bwiro
j ilj ilimj uon
jiljino

jilu
eran
binana
maroro
lalim
keinabu
iik
rualitek
kilmej

Nomba Ko

Uno Ko

Class Headings
Mona Ko

Arranging Sentences in Order
In each group below the sentences are not in
correct order.

Read them.

Then number the one that should

come first, 1; the one that should come second, 2; the one
that should come third, 3.

Before the children do work

like this show them how by making three sentences strips
and ask the children to read the three sentences and then
put them in order of happening.

On the children's seat-

work write the sentences neatly in Marshallese and remember
to use the words from the vocabulary list.
sentences simple.

Keep the

If these are too hard for your children

make some easier ones.
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2

~-1-

---Y-

I cut it with my knife.
I had a big orange keinabu.
Then I ate it.
Alek climbed the coconut tree.
He was thirsty.
He drank the coconut.

XXVI.

SAMPLE LESSON:

INFORMAL EVALUATION

At this time it is necessary for you to take a
careful look at the progress of your children.

You as

their teacher should very carefully study each child's
reading ability.
list.

Use the attached reading skills check

This will give you a good idea whether or not each

child is ready to continue.

Do a checklist for each child.

You will use the next five lessons for this evaluation.
Some of the things the whole class will do together,
others you and the child will sit together and do them,
while the class is doing something else.

The other children

can be doing writing practice, pictures, seatwork (make
examples of likenesses and differences), or quiet games.
Read the lessons very carefully before you teach so that
you can plan for the things that you have to do.

Read

the checklist carefully.
If on your checklist you find that most of the
answers are no, then the child is not ready to continue,
however, to make sure all children will take the readiness
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test.

With your checklist and the readiness test you

should be able to decide who needs further review and who
does not.

The group or children who do not do well will

start again with Lesson 1 and you will pace your children
as slowly or rapidly as you think is necessary.
doubt, have the child review the work.

When in

If the group knows,

for example, the letter "B", skip it and get on to the
letters they do not know.

These children must not be made

to think they are stupid.

Children learn at different

speeds, some fast and some slow.
they belong to the class.

Make this group feel that

Make them interested in what

they are studying by good teaching.

As soon as they have

learned the things they did not know, they may continue
with the rest of the lessons.
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Marshallese Reading, "Check List for Beginning Reading"
(Child's Name)
(Name of Teacher)

(Name of School)
(Age)

(Class)

1.

Is he interested in words?

2.

Can he read his own name in print?

3.

Does he know the names of the letters?

4.

Does he know the names of the numbers?

5.

Can he match letters?

6.

Can he match numbers?

7.

Can he match capital letters with small letters?

8.

Is his speaking vocabulary good enough to be able to
talk about things, to get ideas across?

9.

Can he match pictures with words?

10.

Can he identify new words by looking at pictures?

11.

Can he repeat two and three syllable words?

12.

Can he tell the number of sounds in a word?

13.

Can he hear differences in words?

14.

Can he if one word is shorter or longer than another?

15.

Can he hear the sound at the beginning of the word?

16.

Can he hear the sound at the middle of the word?

17.

Can he hear the sound at the end of a word?
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Marshallese Reading, "Check List for Beginning Reading"
(Continued)
18.

Can he hear rhyming words?

19.

Does he use pictures to help him identify new words?

20.

Does he know the colors?

21.

Does he know sizes (Kileb, rik, aitek, karu)?

22.

Can he see likenesses and differences in words?

23.

Do his eyes move from left to right when he looks at a
word or sentence?

24.

Does he want to learn to read?

25.

Does he like to be read to?

26.

Can he sit long enough to listen to a story?

27.

Can he remember things from a story that has been read
aloud (the names of the characters, the main ideas,
the ending)?

28.

Can he place things in the proper order?

29.

Can he speak in sentences?

30.

Can he work by himself for short periods?

31.

Does he begin a book at the front?

32.

Does he begin a page on the left side?

33.

Does he know that a sentence begins on the left?

34.

Can he get up and talk about something in front of a
class?
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Marshallese Reading, "Check List for Beginning Reading"
(Continued)

35.

Can he remember a five word sentence?

36.

Can he make up simple endings for a story?

37.

Can he use new words?
Teacher's Notes:
XXVII.

SAMPLE TEST:

TEST FOR READING READINESS

(FORMAL EVALUATION)
The test for reading readiness was adapted from
the Metropolitan Readiness Tests by Gertrude H. Hildreth
and Nellie L. Griffiths (7).
Essentially, the directions and the sections of
the test were not changed.

The only changes made in the

adaptation were cultural changes.

For example:

in the

Metropolitan test, in the section concerned with word
meaning a picture of an American-style house was changed
in the adapted test to a picture which represented the
type of house found in the Marshall Islands.
example:

Another

in the Metropolitan test, the section under

Numbers, fir trees were used.

In the adapted version

fir trees were substituted by coconut trees.
The entire test was translated into the vernacular
Marshallese.

All directions to the teacher, and those
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the teacher uses with the children were translated into
the vernacular, also.

The techniques for correcting the

tests and evaluating them were also translated.

Because

this test has been changed to meet the cultural needs of
the Marshallese children, suggestions were made as to what
to do with the results.

Eventually, the test results will

be studied for further changes and the establishment of
local norms.
Lessons 111-115 will be used to give the children
a readiness test.

This test is very important and you

should save the tests and record each child's progress.
At this point this test is experimental.

It will be used

only to help you divide your class into two groups, if
that is necessary.

It will tell which children are ready

to learn to read.

Any children who do poorly on this test

will not be allowed to continue with the class.

They

will start over again with Lesson 1.
General Directions for the Test
1.

Before you give this test you should study it

very carefully so that you understand it yourself.

This

will make it easier for you to give it.
2.

The children who are to get this test must not

sit together.

The room must be very quiet and there

should be no talking.
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3.
test.

Follow the directions exactly in giving this

All directions should be given slowly and distinctly

in a clear, natural pleasant voice.

In giving this test

you should stand so that all the children can see you and
so that you can see each child as he works.

Use the board

to show the children how to make the test.

4.

The children should use a colored crayon in

taking this test.

Have some extra crayons ready in case

a child breaks his.

5.

Remind the children that they may not talk

and do not answer any questions during the test.

While

you are explaining how to do it is the time for their
questions.
The schedule for this test is:
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

111
112
113
114
115

Test l
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Tests 5 and 6.

When each test is finished collect them.

During

the days of the test the rest of the time should be spent
playing reading games, writing stories and making pictures
to go with them, or reading to the children.
Scoring the Readiness Test
Correct the tests, using the teacher's copy for
the key.

If an item is wrong make an "X" besie it.
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If it is correct, leave it alone.

There are 100 points

on the test.
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

1
2
3
4
5
6

19
14
14
19* The first four items are samples
24 and are not counted.
10

In test 5, Numbers, in items 6-11, where the child
is asked to write numbers in the boxes, a number should
not be considered correct if it is reversed.
In test 6, make anything that is reasonable.
it looks like the thing count it correct.
like the sample mark it wrong.

If

If it isn't

If it is the same but

reversed it is wrong.
If a child receives:
90-100

He is superior and very ready to read.

80- 99

He is high normal and ready to continue on.

65- 79

He is average and may continue but slowly.

40- 64

He is low normal and should not continue,
but should start at Lesson 1.

0- 39

He is a poor risk and really should wait
another year to start school.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis the writer has presented a beginning
reading program in Marshallese.

This beginning reading

program in the vernacular has met an immediate need in the
Marshallese Education System, specifically in the area of
reading in the indigenous language.

This beginning reading

program has been based upon sound established principles
of teaching reading, which have been successfully used
in the United States.

The reading program was designed

to meet the needs of the untrained teacher and his
children.

All aspects of the program have been aimed to

fit the culture of the Marshallese and to meet the numerous
handicaps of the present educational system.
Presently, the program in its entirety is being
translated and printed for the primary teachers of the
Marshall Islands at the Offices of Education, Majuro,
Marshall Islands, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
It is expected to be issued to the indigenous teacher in
September, 1969.
All of the materials used in this program have been
classroom tested.

This program is not an end, but rather

a beginning for further study in this field of beginning
reading in Marshallese.

This program will be evaluated
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throughout the coming year by the writer and the educational
personnel of the Marshall Islands.

After a year of general

use it will be re-evaluated in depth, and changed or implemented.
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